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Featured Article
Warehouse Automation Trends to Pursue in 2022
c/o Logistics Tech Outlook, December 1, 2021

A Little Control Goes a Long Way
Driver access cages (also known as building access cages or “man traps”) are safety enclosures that prevent
unauthorized access to your space.
Stopping people at the door can serve as a checkpoint for employees or to keep unauthorized, non-essential
personnel and non-employees out. WireCrafters driver cages enable monitoring and controlled access to your
facility. Visitors can utilize a small pass-thru window for packages and sign-offs.
It’s important to protect restricted areas and active workspaces because access to these areas could pose an
insurance risk. The enclosures also help guard against theft.
Key features:
Wall & ceiling panels constructed of 10-gauge wire, 2" x 1" rectangular openings
Steel support posts 2" square
Posts have welded on base plate for lagging to the floor
Posts are set no more than 10’ apart
Walls have minimum 1-1/2" horizontal reinforcement at least every 60 inches.
Accessories:
Full-width push bar for exit/emergency egress
Service window with shelf for paperwork pass-through
Coded push button entry lock
Remote controlled electric latch release
Ceilings
Steel bench
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See how Kraftwerks can help

From Point A

Point B

If you work in the materials handling or warehouse, packaging, and distribution industries, you know the value of
moving things efficiently. Omni Metalcraft Corp. conveyors easily integrate with your packaging, material handling
and process machinery to move items where and when you need them.
Endless conveyor solutions can be made to include inclines, curves and gravity routes for sorting, diverting,
accumulating, indexing and depalletizing. Configurations are creative and versatile, designed to work both within
your space and with your products. And Omni offers controls to optimize the equipment’s performance and reduce
risk, from starters to emergency stops and limit switches.
Products:
Belt Driven Live Roller Conveyor (BDLR)
Belt Conveyor
Chain Driven Live Roller Conveyor (CDLR)
Chain Conveyor
Gravity Conveyor
Lineshaft Driven Live Roller Conveyor (LS)
Plastic Belt Conveyor
Conveyor Rollers
Supplemental Equipment
Accessories
Kraftwerks will work with you to engineer a solution that makes your process more efficient.

Omni Application Examples

See how Kraftwerks can help

Loading and Unloading Made “E Z”
Losing an employee to an on the job injury hurts the company. Ergonomics are important, and excess movements
could ultimately lead to worker fatigue and injuries. It’s important to be proactive and invest in equipment that
eliminates those excess movements for employees that load and unload pallets.
Bishamon EZ Loader® pallet positioners eliminate excess lifting, bending, and stretching (which are both
unproductive and unsafe) during loading and unloading of pallets. EZ Loader® pallet positioners are weightresponsive, lowering or raising as weight is added or eliminated to keep their surface at an ergonomic level. The
EZ Loader® surface has a rotator ring that turns, eliminating the need to walk around a pallet while loading or
unloading it. Units have a captive air system, eliminating the need for a hose connection.
Stability, captive air systems, hydraulics, and heavy load capacity are just a few of the important features that make
these products work so well. And they are designed to handle small to heavy-duty loads (depending on the model).
Ask us how they can work for you!
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How can Kraftwerks help?

Smooth Movers
If properly selected, the right lifting solution can help improve lean manufacturing processes, safety and
ergonomics and worker autonomy/personnel reduction. It can also reduce workflow bottlenecks and increase
productivity.
There are several overhead crane lifting solutions available:
Jib – horizontal member (jib arm) fixed to floor or wall supports a moveable hoist
Gantry – legs support bridge, trolley, & hoist; legs travel along ground on wheels or ride on rails implanted in
the ground
Workstation Bridge – moving bridge that runs across parallel runways; hoist or other lifting devices commonly
attached to and travel across bridge
Monorail – stationary, overhead track on which trolleys travel to carry loads from one place to another within a
facility
Industrial Tripods – portable, for small jobs; three telescoping legs made of lightweight aluminum or steel
When choosing a crane, it’s important to consider the following:
Load weight (type of load as well)
Lift Height (also size of trolley, hoist equipment & possible below-the-hook lifting devices & facility ceiling
height)
Moving Distance (length & direction)
Kraftwerks is in the final steps of completing our certification to perform crane inspections; we can help you
choose the right crane solution.
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How can Kraftwerks help?

Read our case study to learn how Kraftwerks completed a weekend makeover to enhance distribution and
sales.
Case Study: Ivoclar

Are you interested in robotics? Ask us about using robotics in your
organization.
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